
The FEDs Residue 

Problem   --   2,000,000 children age 5-6 start 

kindergarten each year with three quarter, half and 

quarter “early educations” demonstrating 

outcomes from less than best practice efforts to 

deliver early reading skills.  Kids and mom are 

missing a positive expectation.  Leaders, moms 

and kids do not see the FED’s residue as their 

solution. Understanding www.usavaluesii2.com 

The incremental resources to fix this Gap are 

residue from the problem, Currencies already exist, 

but are viewed as historically off limits.  Bankers 

don’t see the solution reflects off the FEDs excess 

profits.  Understanding www.usavaluesii2.com.   

Start using the Email MARCH on the Federal Reserve Board of Governor’s 

Monetary Policy.  The currency exists.  It is already approved in the private sector 

as interest income accumulates but then short circuits to nothing in the top 

level economic cycles.  The FED is swimming with what to do with the urban 

economies lack of growth. Ideas include using its authority to drop currency on 

citizens who will spend it offset by increasing interest rates where it can be 

sustained.  In other words urban locations are in the first case not growing and 

have not been stimulated but the balance of the nation is reacting to normal tools. 

Private sector can expect nothing sustainable in urban locations until most 

important Early Reading Skills Are Delivered for a Ringing Advantage (ERSD-

RA) and ERSD starts to be achieved individually for those in the gap.  It must 

work under the direction of a mentor guiding the effort to be certain of the 

outcome.  We especially need highest quality outcomes measured against the best 

as soon as possible and this spending of special currency will pay for itself.   

 The gap is not workable into the future, most unfair, economic price is paid 

later without commitment of leaders and urban moms with at risk 

children.      

 **The idea is to do both problems with the new special currency from the 

Federal Reserve Bank, because it is free.  It pays for itself right there in 

kindergarten AND pays for itself again within the concept of monetary 

policy as mom demonstrates a positive expectation for growth. 

http://www.usavaluesii2.com/
http://www.usavaluesii2.com/


 Is mom interested in a new outlook and influence on her age 0-6 children 

first things first? 

 Is mentor interested in a new business of outcomes? 

 Business will be interested outside the narrow dedicated few because it is 

workable, free, has huge return and positive expectation for normal 

monetary tooling.   

Go all the way to age 0-6 to protect the children.  The real work in the USA's 

Foundation of Growth is the child for the 21st century; and the best work has not 

even started; and best can’t start without the trust; mom’s need the safety and 

security; whole community work on ERSD-RA is that security; it cannot be done 

without everyone pulling in the direction of absolute best effort and outcomes lead 

by the private sector.   

Urban mom and her imperative   --    Many of her children start kindergarten 

REALLY behind, (2,000,000 of them) and those scars are next to death 

permanent. The new currency exits for the capacity constraint but is locked up by 

the top bank, not being used in the fix when half the nation needs it.  Injustice that 

scars us, after repeating and repeating because the FED does not act with urban 

mom on first things first, Literacy is Freedom.  Best practice solutions are 

preventative and the FED allows the private sector to start too late for many.   

Citizen rich or poor please land here --  What can you do about 

this?  Use http://www.usavaluesii2.com/payment/  to send $25 via the PayPal 

account tomwolfgram@usavalues-character.com to join this important work. 

This is the information   www.usavaluesII2.com  The FED has the currency for a 

new deal for “urban” mom. It will trigger the growth delivered by the private 

sector for the equal start of age 0-6 children. The Federal Reserve Banks are the 

proxy for the private sector and only they decide who benefits from their Monetary 

Policy. 

Purchase a reminder to quarterly point out to the Federal Reserve Banks in an 

email march of sorts that the private sector proxy is the Federal Reserve Bank.  Its 

Board of Governors is the only organization large enough to give the gift of early 

reading skills to urban mom for her children and equalize opportunity for all.  They 

don’t want to hear this but they know it is true.  

So what would the Federal Reserve Banks do with 1,000,000 emails telling them 

how important they are to equality. 
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